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ABSTRACT: We have investigated the structure of atomic
defects within monolayer NbSe2 encapsulated in graphene
by combining atomic resolution transmission electron
microscope imaging, density functional theory (DFT)
calculations, and strain mapping using geometric phase
analysis. We demonstrate the presence of stable Nb and Se
monovacancies in monolayer material and reveal that Se
monovacancies are the most frequently observed defects,
consistent with DFT calculations of their formation energy.
We reveal that adventitious impurities of C, N, and O can
substitute into the NbSe2 lattice stabilizing Se divacancies.
We further observe evidence of Pt substitution into both Se
and Nb vacancy sites. This knowledge of the character and
relative frequency of different atomic defects provides the potential to better understand and control the unusual electronic
and magnetic properties of this exciting two-dimensional material.

KEYWORDS: air-sensitive 2D crystals, graphene encapsulation, monolayer NbSe2, transition metal dichalcogenides,
atomic resolution TEM, defect dynamics, Pt doping

Two-dimensional (2D) crystals such as graphene and the
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) have
attracted considerable scientific interest in recent years

due to their unique properties and potential for revolutionary
technological applications.1−3 Aberration-corrected transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) techniques have played a crucial
role in unraveling the structure−property relationships of these
materials at the atomic level.4−9 In particular, TEM can reveal the
presence of local deviations from the pristine atomic structure,
such as intrinsic defects, dislocations, or dopant atoms, which can
directly affect the properties of the material.4−9

Recent work has reported the tailoring of the electronic and
functional properties of 2D crystals by deliberately introducing
defects and/or doping the material with foreign atoms.5,8,10−17

This offers promising pathways for engineering 2D crystals for a
broad range of applications in sensors and electronics.18−20 In
particular, the nanoscale engineering of magnetic properties of

2D crystals via substitutional doping is a promising research
area.5,10,12,13,16,17

Niobium diselenide (NbSe2) is a 2D crystal that is gathering
much attention; it demonstrates superconductivity at low
temperatures (<10 K),21−25 charge density wave formation
from ∼33 K in bulk to ∼145 K in the monolayer,22,26−29 and
excellent photoconductivity.30 Like the more commonly studied
TMDCs, NbSe2 has a trigonal prismatic crystal structure with
strong covalent bonding of Se−Nb−Se atoms within the plane
and weak van der Waals bonding between layers, allowing for
mechanical21,24,25,31,32 and liquid exfoliation33 of ultrathin sheets.
However, understanding and optimizing the unique properties of
NbSe2 has been held back by the severe degradation of the
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material, which occurs under ambient conditions when exfoliated
to a few layers.21,31,34,35

We have recently demonstrated superconductivity for an
exfoliated monolayer material by studying NbSe2 crystals.

31 This
was achieved by preparing samples using mechanical exfoliation
in a highly controlled inert glovebox environment, coupled with
encapsulation using structurally stable 2Dmaterials (graphene or
hexagonal BN) and tunneling contacts. The encapsulation
protects the NbSe2 from the environment, preserving super-
conducting properties, whereas no transition to the super-
conducting phase was observed for monolayers prepared under
ambient conditions. Curiously, a number of properties change
dramatically from bilayer NbSe2 to monolayer, such as a
significant drop in the superconducting transition temperature31

and the increase of temperature at which charge density waves
(CDWs)26 are observed. The origin of this behavior remains
unknown, but a likely hypothesis is that it is related to atomic
scale defects, the nature of which could be elucidated by
structural studies. Only by understanding the degradation of such
materials at the atomic level can their properties be fully realized
and exploited.

A recent scanning tunneling microscopy study has shown that
defects in bulk NbSe2 play a crucial role in stabilizing nanoscale
regions of CDW order at temperatures higher than the bulk
CDW transition temperature.36 These nanoscale regions of
CDW ordering increase in size as the temperature is lowered,
until the CDW phase persists throughout the crystal.36 Despite
the importance of these defects, to our knowledge no one has yet
studied defects in monolayer NbSe2 material. High resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) provides a
complementary approach for atomic scale imaging and can be
combined with spectroscopic imaging techniques to gain
information on local elemental distribution and electronic
structure.37,38 However, to date, the difficulty of preparing
representative samples has limited electron microscopy studies
of NbSe2 to relatively low-resolution imaging and electron
diffraction.39,40 Here, using graphene encapsulation to preserve
the structure we provide atomic resolution TEM imaging of
monolayer NbSe2. The presence of the graphene sheets
preserves the lattice structure of the material for more than 10
months in ambient conditions, in stark contrast to unprotected
samples, which degrade after a few hours. However, when imaged

Figure 1. Preparation of graphene-encapsulated NbSe2 for TEM imaging by mechanical exfoliation in an argon-environment glovebox. (a)
Schematic of a graphene-encapsulated NbSe2 stack. (b) Optical image showing a NbSe2 flake encapsulated between graphene (Gr) sheets on an
oxidized silicon wafer (scale bar: 20 μm). Thin regions were identified by the purple optical contrast. Edges of top and bottom encapsulating
graphene sheets are highlighted by green and blue dashed lines. (c) Same Gr-NbSe2-Gr stack transferred to a quantifoil TEM grid. Blue dashed
line highlights the thinnest NbSe2 region (scale bar: 20 μm). (d) SAED pattern from the area of the red circle in (c). The large blue dashed ring
highlights the position of graphene (1̅010) reflections (d = 0.213 nm); small red circles highlight NbSe2 (1 ̅010) reflections (d = 0.296 nm); while
small orange circles highlight NbSe2 (2 ̅110) reflections (d = 0.173 nm). The line profile highlights relative intensities of (1̅010) and (2 ̅110)
diffraction spots used to determine the specimen thickness (scale bar: 5 nm−1).

Figure 2. Experimental and simulated images for vacancy point defects in monolayer NbSe2. (a) DFT relaxed structural models (left), high-
resolution TEM images (center), and multislice calculations (right) for pristine material (black border), a Se monovacancy (VSe, blue border), a
Se divacancy (VSe2, red border), and a Nb vacancy (VNb, green border) (scale bar: 1 nm). (b) Intensity profiles extracted along the armchair
direction as shown by arrows in (a) for experiment (upper panels) and simulation (lower panels) demonstrating the ability to distinguish pristine
crystal from VSe, VSe2 (left) and VNb vacancies (right) using their individual intensity signatures.
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at the atomic scale we find the encapsulated NbSe2 contains
significant populations of atomic defects that are not simply the
result of electron beam irradiation. We correlate our
experimental imaging results with extensive density functional
theory (DFT) investigations of defect formation energies.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To prepare specimens for TEM investigations, thin NbSe2 flakes
were exfoliated in an inert environment and encapsulated
between two graphene sheets (Figure 1b) before being
transferred onto gold quantifoil grids.41 The thinnest regions
of such flakes were investigated by selected-area electron
diffraction (SAED) in the TEM (Figure 1d). Our multislice
calculations42 show that by analyzing the ratio of the first- {1 ̅010}
and second-order {2 ̅110} diffraction spot intensities it is possible
to identify monolayer regions of NbSe2 similar to previous
electron diffraction experiments performed on other 2D
crystals.43−47 These simulations show that the ratio of {1 ̅010}/
{2 ̅110} diffraction spot intensities has a value of 1.16 for
monolayer NbSe2, 0.01 for bilayer, and 0.16 for trilayer. For
thicker samples the values of these ratios continue to decrease in
an oscillatory fashion, attenuating close to zero for even numbers
of layers as shown in Supporting Information (SI) Figure S1 (in
addition to similar values obtained from the {01 ̅10}/{2 ̅110}).
Our experimental results show a {1 ̅010}/{2 ̅110} intensity ratio
of 0.56. This is much higher than would be obtained for bilayer or
thicker flakes, indicating that the region captured by the 40 μm
diameter SAED aperture must contain largely monolayer
material. That this is less than the 1.16 predicted for a perfect
monolayer suggests that the∼1 μmdiameter region sampled also
contained some few-layer NbSe2. We have further confirmed the
thinnest sample regions to be monolayer using atomic resolution
focal series TEM imaging and simulations (SI Figure S2).
Aberration-corrected low-voltage TEM imaging (80 kV)

revealed the atomic structure of our encapsulated monolayer
NbSe2. Figure 2 shows examples of the different types of vacancy
defects that were observed experimentally, together with
comparison to image simulations produced from our DFT-
optimized atomic models for vacancies in this material. Such
analysis allows us to determine the nature of different types of
atomic vacancies, demonstrating a good agreement between
experimental images and simulations for niobium vacancies
(VNb), selenium monovacancies (VSe), and selenium divacancies
(VSe2), where the two missing selenium atoms are in the same
location when viewed normal to the flake along ⟨0001⟩.
Experimental images were low pass filtered to remove the
small contrast contributions from the graphene lattice and clearly
visualize defects in the NbSe2 lattice (SI Figure S3). Qualitatively,
the selenium vacancy defects form white triangles of contrast at
Scherzer defocus with a greater increase in intensity for the
central selenium site found for selenium divacancies compared to
selenium monovacancies. The niobium vacancies appear as
triangles of contrast with the opposite orientation of the selenium
vacancy features (an increase of intensity on the Nb site
compared to the pristine lattice).
Our previous work has demonstrated that even though

TMDCs with defects produced by the electron beam are not in
thermodynamic equilibrium, the relative abundance of defects
and atom displacement energies correlate with defect formation
energies.8,48 Here we have used DFT to analyze the formation
energies for the different vacancies we observe experimentally in
NbSe2 (SI Table T1) (for details of modeling see the Methods
section). At neutral conditions (midpoint between the Se-rich or

Nb-rich limits), formation energies for VSe and VNb mono-
vacancies were found to be 1.05 and 3.49 eV, respectively. These
values are lower than those found for more common TMDCs,
e.g., in MoS2 under similar conditions,

49 which is in agreement
with the consensus in the literature that NbSe2 degrades more
easily than these other TMDCs. As well as monovacancies we
also observe a significant number of Se divacancies (the relative
frequency of different defects is considered later). However, our
DFT calculations predict that VSe2 has a high formation energy of
3.53 eV. The presence of VSe2 defects in the NbSe2 sheet is
therefore a puzzle; to reduce the total energy, one would expect
the crystal to relax to form two VSe defects with the lower
combined formation energy (2 VSe = 2.09 eV). Furthermore, our
first-principles calculations show that all vacancy interactions in
NbSe2 are repulsive, which would drive apart pairs of Se
monovacancies once the divacancy had dissociated (see SI Figure
S4).
To explain the presence of significant VSe2 defects in our

material, we have performed DFT calculations investigating the
stability of different elemental substitutions into the VSe2 sites.
Cu, Si, O, C, N, and H were investigated, as these are common
contaminants introduced during the exfoliation and flake transfer
process. Pt was also included, having been deliberately
evaporated on the surface during sample preparation. The
heavier elements could quickly be ruled out, as TEM image
simulations show that these produce a large reduction in contrast
(SI Figure S5). We then considered the dissociation energy
associated with transforming an impurity-substituted divacancy
to an impurity-substituted vacancy and a bare vacancy, i.e., Edis =
[E(XSe) + E(VSe)] − [E(XSe2) + E(pristine)], where X is the
impurity atom (Table 1). We also consider the case of a bare

divacancy, VSe2, transforming into two bare monovacancies, 2 VSe
(top row Table 1), which is not energetically favorable as
discussed above. Similarly, hydrogen substitution has a negative
dissociation energy so is unable to stabilize the divacancy. In
contrast, C, N, and O impurities all have positive dissociation
energies and, thus, should lead to stable impurity-substituted
divacancies. The availability of C, N, and O atoms is assured in
such a system from trapped hydrocarbon contamination.41,50 C
atoms could also be displaced from the encapsulating graphene
sheets during electron beam irradiation.51,52 SI Figure S6 shows
structural DFT models illustrating how substitutional carbon
atoms relax inward toward the plane of Nb atoms when
substituting a Se divacancy. Unfortunately, it is not possible to
experimentally verify the presence of light substitutional
impurities using our TEM image simulations and line scans as
illustrated in Figure 3g,h.

Table 1. Energy Change (Edis) from Dissociating a Se
Divacancy Substituted with an Impurity X into an Impurity-
Substituted Monovacancy and a Bare Monovacancya

element X XSe2 → (XSe + VSe)

bare (V) −1.44
H −0.50
C 0.96
N 1.79
O 1.23

aThe top row V represents a divacancy VSe2 dissociating to two
monovacancies. Other elements have their usual meanings of
hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen.
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To determine whether the Se divacancies were indeed
stabilized by adventitious impurities, we employed geometric

phase analysis (GPA)53 to analyze the strain components
surrounding these defects (see Methods and SI Figure S7 for

Figure 3. Geometric phase analysis (GPA) allows identification of impurity substitution into Se divacancy defects. (a) TEM image of a region
containing three divacancy-type defects (circled red) and (b) corresponding strain component maps for the representative defect within the
green box in (a). In eyx and eyy regions of tension and compression are observed horizontally and vertically across the defect (scale bars: 2 nm).
(c−f) GPA strain analysis from TEM image simulations for (c) a Se monovacancy, VSe; (d) a Se divacancy, VSe2; (e) a carbon-substituted Se
divacancy, CSe2; and (f) a Nbmonovacancy, VNb. The experimentally observed strain around the defect very closely matches the simulations for a
CSe2. (g) TEM image simulations comparing VSe2 and CSe2. (h) Intensity profiles from the lines indicated in (g) reveal that TEM image contrast
cannot be used to distinguish between these two types of defects (scale bars are 1 nm for multislice images and 2 nm for GPA maps).

Figure 4. Point defect populations in NbSe2 with continuous electron irradiation. Atomic resolution TEM imaging of monolayer NbSe2 (a) on
first observation and (b) after continuous imaging with a high dose rate: 1.4 × 106 e·Å−2s−1 for 46 s (total dose: 6.5 × 107 e·Å−2). Immediately
after acquiring (b) the beam was spread to reduce the electron dose rate to ∼1 × 103 e·Å−2 s−1. (c) The same area after 43 s of low dose rate
imaging (total accumulated dose of 6.5× 107 e·Å−2) and (d) the same area after another 46 s of high dose rate imaging (total accumulated dose of
1.3× 108 e·Å−2). Colored rings indicate the nature of point defects: blue, Se monovacancy, VSe; red, Se divacancy, VSe2; green, Nb monovacancy,
VNb; and yellow, Pt atom. Purple borders indicate larger, agglomerated regions of defects. Scale bars: 2 nm. (e) Summary of the total number of
point defects and the total area taken up by larger defect regions in the images (a)−(d). (f) Plot of the percentage of point defects observed in
(a)−(d). (g) Clustering analysis considering the distance between each point defect and its nearest neighbor defect. Any defects separated from
their nearest neighbors by more than two nearest neighbor distances are considered to be “not clustered” (isolated) (see SI Figure S4).
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details). Figure 3 compares the strain components from an
experimental image of a typical divacancy-type defect with the
strain predicted from analysis of HRTEM image simulations
calculated using our DFT relaxed defect structures. The eyx and
eyy strain components show the key characteristics of tension and
compression produced in the lattice; only VSe2, HSe2, CSe2, NSe2,
OSe2, and VNb defects are predicted to cause significant strain. Of
these, CSe2, NSe2, and OSe2 match well with the experimental
results (Figure 3e, SI Figure S8). This provides experimental
evidence supporting our earlier theoretical conclusion that such
divacancy defects must be stabilized by C, N, or O impurities, and
we have chosen to highlight the C-substituted case in Figure 3
since this is the most commonly available of the three impurities.
Our DFT calculations predict that oxygen substitution can also
stabilize Se monovacancies, but these do not produce significant
strain on the lattice or contrast for TEM imaging, so
experimentally it is difficult to distinguish these from bare
vacancies.
All TEM studies must consider the potential for electron beam

induced defect creation. In this work, all monolayer NbSe2 areas
studied were found to be highly defective even after minimal
electron dose (received while identifying the correct region of
interest using low-magnification imaging). In order to study the
potential for beam-induced defect creation as well as investigate
the relative frequency of occurrence of different types of defects,
we have measured changes in the number of defects in response
to prolonged electron imaging (Figure 4). The ∼175 nm2 region
of material analyzed here contained 28 VSe monovacancies at
initial observation (Figure 4a). VSe was overwhelmingly the most
commonly observed point defect, in agreement with our DFT
calculations, which predict a lower formation energy for VSe
compared to the other defects we observed (SI Table T1). After
atomic resolution imaging with a typical high electron dose rate
(1.4 × 106 e·Å−2 s−1) for 46 s the number of Se monovacancies
increases to 42 (Figure 4b). Subsequent imaging with a reduced
dose rate (1× 103 e·Å−2 s−1) for 43 s reduces the number of these
defects to 29. This defect population then remains stable even
after extended “high dose rate” (6.49 × 107 e·Å−2) exposure
(Figure 4d). Under the same imaging conditions, the number of
isolated VSe2 defects decreases from 11 to 6 and the VNb defects
remain stable at 2. We also observe extended defect regions, the
area of which increases slightly throughout imaging from 26.7
nm2 to 32 nm2 (Figure 4a−d). Figure 4e and f summarize the
observed changes in the numbers and concentrations of each
type of defect. The point defect concentration increases initially
from 0.82% to 0.98% during high dose rate imaging (from Figure
4a,b), then decreases to 0.70% after low dose rate imaging
(Figure 4c) and subsequently is relatively stable. The large
number of defects present at first observation together with the
overall reduction in point defects during imaging demonstrates
that they are not the result of electron beam damage. We must
therefore conclude either that a high proportion of the defects we
observe are intrinsic to the crystal or that defects occur despite
the inert conditions used for mechanical exfoliation or that
graphene encapsulation only partially stabilizes the material.
We now consider the possible mechanism behind our

observed increase in the number of VSe point defects during
initial high dose rate imaging. TMDCs are often found to be
highly susceptible to knock-on damage, but our DFT calculations
have demonstrated that at 80 kV the energy of the electron beam
is well below the knock-on displacement threshold for both Nb
and Se in NbSe2 (SI Figure S9), as both species have relatively
high atomic masses. Furthermore, we note that beam-induced

defect formation is likely to be suppressed by the encapsulating
graphene sheets, which can reduce charging and heating effects as
observed during (S)TEM imaging of MoS2 monolayers.

51,52 It is
feasible that other mechanisms such as chemical etching54 or a
combination of electronic excitations and knock-on damage may
facilitate the creation of beam-induced defects even at
accelerating voltages well below the knock-on damage thresh-
old.54,55 Frame-by-frame analysis of the TEM image series has
demonstrated that many defects are mobile during imaging
(Figure 5 and SI Videos V1a,b). This opens up the possibility that

defects may migrate into the field of view. Under low dose rate
conditions we observe not a slower increase (as might be
expected) but an overall reduction in the number of point
defects. We explain this as being a result of the presence of two
competing effects: point defect generation and point defect
annihilation (or coalescence into larger defective regions). At a
low dose rate, the rate of annihilation and/or coalescence of
defects must be higher than the rate of defect generation.
Vacancy coalescence to form larger extended defects would
result in an increase in the total defective area during imaging,
and this is indeed observed (Figure 4f).

Figure 5. Time series imaging of point defect dynamics in monolayer
NbSe2. (a) Formation of an isolated Nb monovacancy (VNb) in the
pristine lattice (at electron doses of 1.3× 107 and 1.6× 107 e·Å−2 for
(ai) and (aii), respectively). (b) Formation of an isolated VSe
monovacancy defect, which subsequently transforms to a VSe2
divacancy-type defect (doses of 3.2 × 106, 9.7 × 106, and 2.9 × 107

e·Å−2 for (bi), (bii), and (biii), respectively). (c) VSe2 divacancy-type
defect, which heals to form a VSe monovacancy then to pristine lattice
((at electron doses of 2.0 × 108, 2.27 × 108, and 2.28 × 108 e·Å−2 for
(ci), (cii), and (ciii), respectively). (d) Pair of VSe2 divacancies where
one hops to adjacent lattice sites (at electron doses of 1.4× 108, 1.7×
108, and 1.9× 108 e·Å−2 for (di), (dii), and (diii), respectively) (scale
bar: 1 nm).
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To consider further the potential for coalescence of mobile
point defects, we have performed a quantitative analysis of point
defect clustering for Figure 4a−d in Figure 4g (see SI for details
of calculation). The distances between point defects and their
next nearest neighbor defect are considered with “clusters” being
those occupying nearest neighbor Se columns or second nearest
neighbor Se columns. We observe that on average over these
images no clustering occurs for∼40% of defects,∼45% of defects
are spaced at second nearest neighbor sites, and the remaining
∼15% are at next nearest sites. As imaging progressed, there was
an increasing tendency for defects to be isolated, which is in
agreement with our DFT predictions for repulsive interactions
between defects (SI Figure S4). The most energetically favorable
configuration is for second nearest neighbor sites, in agreement
with our experimental results. This contrasts with the defect
coalescence behavior observed for other transition metal
dichalcogenides such as MoS2, which preferably form agglom-
erated lines of adjacent defects.5 Indeed, we observe that in
NbSe2 a line defect can be spontaneously generated but that it is

not stable and quickly transforms to a larger defect cluster
(Figure 4b−d).
Closer analysis of the behavior of the dynamics of individual

defect clusters is presented in Figure 5. Figure 5a shows the
creation and subsequent annihilation of an isolated Nb vacancy
in a pristine region of the crystal. Such defects are rare (Figure
4e) and unstable, which is consistent with their high formation
energy predicted from DFT calculations (SI Table T1). Figure
5b illustrates the appearance of a selenium monovacancy within
the pristine lattice, which then transforms to a divacancy. This
may occur by the formation of an isolated VSe defect, which is
then stabilized by a mobile contaminant atom such as C, N, or O
and then further loss of the other Se atom in the site. However,
we have already demonstrated that divacancy defects are unstable
and the same process can occur in reverse, as shown in Figure 5c
for a defect in a different region of the crystal. These observations
further support a mechanism for the formation of Se divacancies
as well as their healing, which involves a transition to an
intermediate energy monovacancy configuration, representing a
much smaller energy step than the transition straight from

Figure 6. DFT calculations for vacancy migration and their effect on electronic structure. (a) Migration barriers for single vacancy diffusion
(squares, blue) and divacancy dissociation to two neighboring single vacancies (crosses, orange). The lines are a guide to the eye. The initial,
midpoint, and final atomic structures are also illustrated. (b) Band structure and density of states of the system with VSe. Local DOS from the
nearest neighbor Nb atoms to the vacancy and the DOS of pristine NbSe2 are also shown. The localized defect states are visualized on the right as
colored in the band structure.

Figure 7. EDX spectrum imaging revealing regions of oxidation for graphene-encapsulated NbSe2 crystals aged for 4 months in ambient
conditions. (a) HAADF overview of region of interest (scale bar: 500 nm). (b) HAADF, (c) Nb+Se, and (d) O+Se elemental maps showing that a
strip of crystal with a width of∼90 nm is oxidized to formNb2O5 (scale bar: 100 nm; see SI for EDX spectrum). (e)HAADF, (f) Nb+Se, and (g)O
+Se elemental maps showing oxidation of a step flake edge. The enhancement of oxygen is further highlighted by the elemental line profile
superimposed on (e) (scale bar: 20 nm).
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pristine to divacancy and vice versa. Figure 5d shows the apparent
dynamic movement of a selenium divacancy between adjacent
sites together with the appearance of a selenium monovacancy
next to the divacancy. This further illustrates the mobility and
local interactions of these defects under the electron beam.
We calculated the migration barrier for Se vacancy diffusion

using the nudged elastic band (NEB) method, with the results
shown in Figure 6a. The calculated migration barrier for VSe
diffusion is 0.89 eV, and that for VSe2 dissociating to two
neighboring single vacancies is 0.53 eV. Assuming an attempt
frequency of 1012 1/s, these correspond to migration rates of
0.001 and 1300 s−1 at room temperature. Hence bare double
vacancies should readily dissociate. During aging for several
months, significant diffusion is expected. During the imaging,
some of the diffusion events may have been activated by the
electron beam. The atomic structures show that migrating Se
atoms do not show a significant out-of-plane behavior, suggesting
that the encapsulating graphene sheets should not hinder their
diffusion.
As vacancies are abundant in our samples, it is worth

considering the electronic structure of a single Se vacancy. The
calculated band structure and density of states of the system with
a Se vacancy are shown in Figure 6b. The states from about−3 to
−2 eV originate from the Nb-d states. Similar to pristine NbSe2,
the Fermi level fills half of these states, which is responsible for
the CDW distortion at low temperatures (cf. SI Figure S10).
Vacancies have a small effect on the positions of these states, but
result in several localized states in the band gap above the Nb-d
manifold, which could make them resolvable with STM. The
partial charge densities show that the states originate from a
combination of the d-states at the neighboring Nb atoms.
In an attempt to determine the effectiveness of the graphene

encapsulation for protecting the NbSe2, we used energy
dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrum imaging to analyze elemental
segregation in the sample after 4 months of ambient storage.

Figure 7b−d show a region of a graphene-encapsulated NbSe2
flake (without Pt) that contains extended strips associated with a
high oxygen content. High-resolution imaging and diffraction of
such regions reveals that in these regions the NbSe2 has
transformed to amorphous Nb2O5 (see SI Figure S11). Such
degradation products have been previously identified by Raman
spectroscopy techniques,21 but not observed at this spatial
resolution. Analysis of the orientation of the oxidation strips
showed no relationship to the crystal structure of the original
NbSe2, but instead the direction corresponded to that of the
encapsulating graphene planes (SI Figure S12). Graphene
provides an impermeable barrier to gases56−58 but only when it
makes a perfect seal to the surface. The morphology of the
oxidation suggests that there was a crease in the sheet, so that the
graphene did not form a perfect atomically sharp interface and
was therefore unable to protect the NbSe2 from degradation in
this region We also reveal an enhancement of oxidation at the
step edges of encapsulated flakes (Figure 7). This agrees with
DFT calculations for other 2D flakes, which have shown that
edges are often susceptible to oxidation.35,59

Finally, we consider the substitution of Pt into the NbSe2
lattice as a route to tuning the electronic and magnetic properties
of the material. A 0.5 nm layer of Pt was originally evaporated on
the surface of the encapsulated NbSe2 with the dual aim of
producing substitutional defects as well as catalytically reducing
surface contamination.60−62 Figure 8a,b compare an image
simulation of Pt substitution into a Se site shown alongside an
atomic resolution TEM image of a typical “dark spot” defect
feature found frequently while imaging. However, the distinction
between this defect and a Nb atom on a Se site or other heavy
element substitution is difficult to make from high-resolution
image contrast alone (see SI Figure S5). To solve this problem,
we have employed high angle annular dark field (HAADF)
STEM imaging, where the contrast is highly sensitive to atomic
number. This has clear advantages when studying heavy atoms

Figure 8. Observation of Pt substitution. (a) HRTEM image simulation of Pt substitution in a Se site. (b) HRTEM experimental image of Pt
substitutions into the lattice. (c) HAADF STEM simulation of Pt substitution into a Se site (PtSe). (d) HAADF STEM experimental image of Pt
substitutions into both Nb (PtNb) and Se (PtSe) sites. Contrast clearly distinguishes Se columns from Nb and shows the presence of individual Pt
atoms associated with both Se and Nb sites in the NbSe2 lattice. All scale bars: 1 nm.
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on a lighter substrate55,63 and already proved highly comple-
mentary to TEM imaging of many other 2D materials.7,64 Figure
8c,d show a HAADF simulation and experimental image of a
monolayer region, where the direct relationship between
intensity and atomic number allows unambiguous identification
of the location of Se columns andNb sites as well as identification
of individual Pt atoms in the image. The location of the individual
Pt atoms was found to be collocated on either Se or Nb sites
within the NbSe2 lattice. Our DFT calculations suggest that Pt
substitutions are more energetically favorable than Pt adatoms
(SI Table T1), which together with our HAADF-STEM results
suggests that Pt has substituted into both Nb and Se sites in the
lattice.
The presence of Pt substituted in the NbSe2 lattice might at

first seem surprising, as the samples were produced by
evaporated Pt on the surface of the encapsulating graphene.
However, previous studies have shown metal-mediated etching
of graphene can occur under the action of the electron
beam.55,63,65−67 This etching of the graphene sheet was visible
during TEM imaging (SI Videos V2a−e) and would allow Pt
atoms to interact and substitute into the underlying NbSe2
lattice. Furthermore, our calculations indicate that substitutional
impurities in either Nb or Se sites can lead to pronounced
stabilization of magnetic moment patterns also known as spin
density waves (shown in Figure S13). However, since the
calculations correspond to 0 K, we cannot assess the stability of
these patterns at finite temperatures.

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have observed a wealth of atomic scale defects
in graphene-encapsulated monolayer NbSe2. We find a high
concentration of Se vacancies and divacancies, with the latter
being found to be passivated and stabilized with substitutional
impurity atoms (C, O, or N). The monolayer material is found to
have a high defect density even after a minimal electron dose, and
we further observed that the vacancy defect concentration was
relatively stable over prolonged electron beam imaging at 80 kV.
This suggests that a high proportion of the defects we observe are
intrinsic to the crystal or that defects occur despite the inert
conditions used for mechanical exfoliation. Graphene encapsu-
lation is found to be essential to preserve the crystal structure of
monolayer/few-layer material over prolonged exposure to
ambient conditions, although creases in the sheets should be
avoided to prevent ingress of oxidizing species. Substitution of Pt
into both Nb and Se sites is found to occur readily, opening up a
potential pathway for tailoring the intriguing electronic and
magnetic properties of NbSe2.

METHODS/EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Encapsulated NbSe2 few-layer samples were prepared by mechanical
exfoliation in an argon-environment glovebox (levels of H2O and O2
below 0.1 ppm).31 Crystals are transferred by a motorized micro-
manipulation station, which enables micrometer-precision encapsula-
tion within graphene membranes.31,41 The exfoliated crystals are
typically <10 layers thick and have lateral dimensions up to a few
micrometers. In addition to passivating the crystals, graphene
encapsulation also reduces electron beam damage via charging or
heating effects.51,52 To minimize surface contamination, a thin, 0.5 nm
layer of Pt is deposited on the top and bottom of the sample, which can
catalytically remove residues when annealed.60

Atomic resolution imaging was performed on an aberration-corrected
JEOL ARM 200F TEM at 80 kV at a constant dose rate of 1.41 × 106 e·
A−2 s−1. High-resolution TEM and electron diffraction multislice
simulations were performed using the JEMS package68 (accelerating

voltage 80 kV; Cc 1.2 mm; Cs −0.005 mm; C5 10 mm; defocus 5 nm;
defocus spread 5 nm; and energy spread 0.81 eV). Atomic resolution
STEMHAADF imaging of the encapsulated NbSe2 was performed with
a FEI Titan 80-200 ChemiSTEM with probe-side aberration correction
at 200 kV and an X-FEG electron source. STEM experiments were
performed with a 21 mrad probe convergence angle and 80 pA probe
current. The HAADF detector was collecting electrons scattered
between 48 and 191 mrad. HAADF simulations were performed with
the QSTEM package.69 Image processing was performed in Gatan
Digital Micrograph software, and GPA strain analysis was performed
using the in house-developed Strain++ program (for further information
see the SI).

DFT calculations were performed within the projector-augmented
wave framework, accounting for spin polarization in the plane-wave
basis as implemented in the code VASP.70,71 For defect calculations, we
used the PBE exchange−correlation functional.72 A 400 eV cutoff for the
plane-wave basis yielded converged total energies. Within the PBE
functional, the lattice constant for the unreconstructed primitive cell is
3.49 Å. In the case of formation energy calculations, the defects were
modeled using the 8 × 8 supercell and 3 × 3 k-point mesh. The
migration barrier calculations were carried out using a smaller 6 × 6
supercell and 4 × 4 k-point mesh.
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